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Hello!
I’m one of the co-founders of ToucanTech, an advancement 
software for schools – with a sophisticated news publishing 
element, our focus topic for today’s webinar!

Previous marketing and comms roles in pharma, banking 
and retail and founder of a business education news 
platform, BusinessBecause.com:

• Punchy daily news content about management 
education and future business leaders

• 100,000 monthly readership and popular weekly 
newsletter, team of 4 full-time and 6 part-time writers

• Sold to the Graduate Management Admission Council, 
owner of the GMAT test

BusinessBecause.com




For community managers “Engagement” is the holy grail, but it 
can seem hard work to achieve…

We want more logins, more reads, more opens, more 
interactions, but sometimes it’s hard to find the time, or come 
up with the ideas, to pull people in… and they won’t come on 
their own, they need regular encouragement!

Does this sound familiar?



Are you solving 
someone’s problem?

Are you going to make 
someone smile?

Are you making 
something personal?

RelevantFun Useful

Click-bait
Share-able
Amusing

Competitive
Interesting 

Connections
Careers support

Top tips
Advice

Market place 

From your time
Nostalgic

Industry-specific
Sports

Hobbies

3 rules - compelling content - FUR



3 steps – execute with energy

ActionIdea Execution
Fun

Useful
Relevant

Catchy headline
Slick creative
Tag people

Include photos

Sign-up/ login
Complete form

Click/ share
Comment

Execute with energy Come up with your 
FURy idea

Force an action/ 
transaction



13 practical tips to 
consider when 

creating online news 



1. Carve out a catchy headline

Sounds obvious, but I’ve seen so many 
bland headlines that don’t inspire people 
to click-through to read – what a shame! 

Headlines should be short and punchy, 
intriguing and include names (people or 
places or companies) if relevant. 

Don’t be afraid to use click-bait – “You will 
not believe what happened at the Cricket 
reunion event” or “These students have all 
secured 1st choice offers, what’s the link?”



Catchy headline



2. Write a clear introductory sentence

People want to know what they’re 
investing their time to read – don’t be 
vague or cryptic in your opening 
sentence

A concise summary, with the key facts 
from the article, is a good start – and 
will help for search engine optimisation 
(SEO) too

Don’t repeat the headline – use the 
space to provide additional key info 
and lure people in for more



Clear intro sentence



3. Choose a high-impact image

The web is increasingly about images… if 
you’re an Insta user you’ll understand this! 
Any news story should be accompanied by 
a beautiful or bold image  

Avoid grainy or dull pictures or cheesy 
stock photos - but does not need to be a 
professional shot (especially in current 
times when it’s difficult to send 
professional photographers on site…)

N.B. tag (name) your image for SEO and 
make sure you have the copyright to use it



Impactful imagery



4. Quote people in your story and be 
charming about them

People (generally) like being mentioned in 
the news! 

Quote or reference people in your story and 
ideally ‘tag’ them to the article (if you have 
this feature) to involve more people 

Anyone quoted (assuming the reference is 
positive) is likely to share the story with 
their social channels – bingo, more eyeballs!



Quote/ tag people



5. Quote organisations in your story

This can be particularly effective if you 
make the company (or their PR team 
aware) of the article, asking them to re-
post, link and share the piece

Companies and universities often have 
large Twitter/ LinkedIn/ Facebook 
audiences, which can really help to boost 
your readership numbers



Quote organisations



6. Use a digestible format – such as 
listicles or rankings

Use sub-headings, sections or lists to help 
break down your story into bitesize 
nuggets

People typically can’t remember more 
than 3, or maybe 5, points at a time – but 
sometimes very long lists can garner 
attention or become a ‘library’ resource 
for readers to refer back to – e.g. 50 
reasons to do an MBA

https://www.businessbecause.com/news/admissions/3826/50-reasons-why-you-should-get-an-mba


Digestible format



7. Don’t be too long

500 to 800 words are the max most 
people can comfortably read on a 
screen

Or, let’s face it, for the younger folks it’s 
more like a quick glance at a photo with 
a caption or two…

However, the occasional longer article 
can be helpful for SEO – 1,800 words 
was the average for Google’s top-
ranking blog posts in 2019



Keep it short



8. SEO

Not enough space here to delve into the 
world of Google crawlers, but in very quick 
summary, it’s helpful if you

- publish your content on a mobile-
friendly site with a good SEO structure 
(e.g. canonical URLs, no broken links)

- add relevant keywords to your title and 
headings (H1, H2, H3 etc)

- link to your articles from other pages 
and other websites, using your 
keywords as anchor text



Use keywords in news



9. Be original or intriguing

Originality is good for SEO, but also 
better for your readers – cover a new 
topic, or a different angle, or provide a 
personal account

Intrigue is also a useful tactic – how can 
you spark attention or cover something 
unexpected?

Schools are blessed with tonnes of 
interesting content – every alum will 
have a unique story to tell if you ask the 
right questions!



Original/ intriguing



10. Appeal to peoples’ competitiveness 
or incentivise comments

Online readers often like a quick 
contest, poll or game – can you 
incorporate this into your story, or even 
make it the entire point of your piece

We’ve seen comment competitions 
working brilliantly – e.g. encouraging 
people to post their memories about a 
funny event or popular staff-member



Encourage comments



Encourage comments



11. Promote your alumni’s businesses!

Use your news page to help your alumni 
to promote their businesses or projects 
– they’ll likely write the story for you, 
they’ll share the link and they’ll be 
grateful for the free PR!

Your website is likely to have a strong 
Google ranking (particularly if you have 
a gov/ edu URL) – which makes the new 
promotion even more helpful for the 
businesses you promote



PR alumni businesses



12. Share your story

Hopefully your readers will share your 
article, but you should make an effort too! 

Which social media groups/ pages are 
relevant for your story? 

Who can you email the story to (e.g. in a 
newsletter)? 

Which friends or organisations will share 
the piece on your behalf?



Share your story



13. Repeat, regularly

Like face creams and diets, once you 
have a formula that works for online 
news, keep doing it! 

The web moves quickly and yesterday’s 
stories slip down feeds and email 
inboxes quicker than ever – so publish 
little and often

Create a schedule if it helps you to plan 
ahead and line up content to publish on 
days that you aren’t in the office



Questions?

Suggestions?



Any questions?
Please contact Merryn
merryn@toucantech.com

ToucanTech is an easy, affordable and 
beautiful fundraising CRM and 
website software to manage your 
online news and content, alumni and 
donor records, email newsletters, 
online payments, events, mentoring, 
careers and more!

About ToucanTech


